
A simple answer

Abstract

The goal of the project “A simple answer” is create a environment with PD able to analyse the
incoming input and, in relation with this analyse, to generate a simple musical response in real time.
In this project, both for the analysis of the material and for the generation of the electronic response,
are  considered essentially two parameters  of the sound  significant  for  the development  of the
musical  articulation:  the  sustained sounds and the impulsive sounds.  For  this  submition  it  was
decided to work using as sound source the clarinet. The dsp is generated to create an interpolation
between the electronic timbre and the sound of the clarinet. 

Introduction

The main patch is divided into five subpatch: the two patch on the top of the window called “input”
and “rec” concerns the setting of the input signal (sound file or live input) and the recording of the
performance. The subpatch call “bonk” contains everything that cover the analysis of the attack of
the sound coming from subpatch "input". In addition, the subpatch "bonk" deals with the generation
of electronic impulsive materials (simple additive synthesis)  according to a probabilistic method.
The subpatch “fiddle”  implements the analysis of the pitch of the incoming sound and, using the
Markov chains, creates and organizes the electronic sound's components protracted and sustained
(again  simple  additive  synthesis).  Furthermore  in  this  subpatch  a  subtractive  synthesis  process
filters the original sound according to the analysis of pitch. Finaly the subpatch “output/panning”
sums of them all the signals and distributes the additive synthesis on the right and left channels and
lets in the center the signal coming from the subtractive synthesis.

Bonk subpatch 

In this subpatch using the object bonk~ is detected the number of “attacks” of the input signal every
second. The bonk~ object takes an audio signal input  and looks for "attacks" defined as sharp
changes in the spectral envelope of the incoming sound. In relation with the number of attacks
detected  every  second  a  different  additive  synthesis  process  is  triggered  by  the  subpatch
“sel_n_imp”. The synthesis are implemented in the abstraction call “trig_imp”. Every abstraction
takes a list of number. Each single numbers represents a probability to trigger a single impulsive
sound by the additive synthesis. The numbers coming from the list are compared with a random
number generated by the frand object. If the number of the list is major of the number output by the
frand object an impulsive sound is played. This process is based on the patches and abstractions
developed  by  Michael  Edwards  in  his  “Nick  Collins'  breakbeat  implementation”.  When  the
abstraction is activated by the subpatch “sel_n_imp” a metronome is turned and every time he sends
a  bang a  number  of  the  list  is  compared  with  the  random number.  When  the  list  finishes  the
metronome is switch off. The abstractions generates by the subpatch “synth” an impulsive harmonic
sound with the first twelve odd armonics in order to have a similar timbre to that of the clarinet.
Every  abstraction  has  a  different  list  (if  the  number  of  attacks  isn't  elevated  there's  a  lower
probability to trigger a note and less numbers to compare) and a different tempo for the metronome
(if the number of attacks is elevated the tempo of the process of comparing the numbers is faster).
The generation of the impulsive sounds is then related to the amount of attacks detected in the time
course of the performance and there is no a relationship "one to one" with the attacks recognized by
the bonk~ object. I chose to use an approach of this kind because it allows to obtain a result similar
to a musical conversation between two musicians. 



Fiddle subpatch

In the “fiddle” subpatch the object fiddle~ estimates the pitch of the incoming sound continuously
as a stream of discrete "note" events. This analysis is used by subpatch “add1”, “add2” and “add3”
to generate sustained sounds through a harmonic additive synthesis. The subpatch “filter”  instead
uses data from fiddle to filter the signal in his first three harmonic components. This filtering, which
is not static but is controlled by an oscillator that varies slightly the center frequency, as well as to
mitigate  the  obvious  timbres  differences  between  the  "natural"  sound  of  the  clarinet  and  the
"artifcial" electronic timbre  creates an interesting ambiguity between the two sound sources. The
additive synthesis  are  triggered by the “markovlist”  subpatch.  Here the “gatemarkov” subpatch
checks if the number of attacks detected by bonk~ is stable or if  it changes countinously. If during
the time of five hundred  milliseconds the number of attack is included between one and three the
additive synthesis are actived through a first  order Markov chain process inspired by the patch
“pseudo Gregorian Chant” developed by Michael Edwards (the first chain is activated if the number
of attacks is one, the second chain starts if the attacks are two and the last is triggered if the attacks
are  three).  The  subpatches  “add1”  and “add3”  produce  an  additive  synthesis  which  has  as  its
fundamental frequency one of the pitches that were played by the clarinet during the performance.
In fact in the subpatch “detectfreq” every twenty attacks two frequencies are stored and alternately
sended to the subpatches “synthadd1-3”. The subpatch “synthadd1” generates an armonic synthesis
with the first  twelve odd armonics, the synthesis of the subpatch “synthadd3”, in order to create a
different timbre, generats the first twelve even armonics. The subpatch “add2” when is  activated
sums to the sound of the clarinet a harmonious synthesisi with the first twelve even harmonics
related to the frequency detected by fiddle~. Even in this case the degree of probability on the use
of Markov chains applied to the generation of synthesis is consistent with the intent to create a
musical dialogue between two musicians.

Input, Rec and Output/Panning subpatches

The “input” subpatch sets if the incoming signal has to be a sound file or a live input, the “rec”
subpatch records all the outputs of the master and in the “output/panning” subpatch all the signals
are summed, the electronic impulsive sounds are continously distributed with a random way in the
channels left  and right,  the sustained electronic sounds are spazialized fixed respectively at  the
center  (add2),  on  the  left  channel  (add1)  and  on  the  right  channel  (add3).  The  abstraction
“square_root_pan~” using in the “panning” subpatch was realised by Hans-Christoph Steiner under
the GNU GPL license. From the main patch is possible  set the volume of the synthesis and the
volume of  the filtered signal and of the original signal of the clarinet.

Conclusions

In order to demonstrate the functioning of the patch in real time is provided the file "Clari.wav".
This file is a free improvisation by the clarinetist Mr. Peter Furniss recorded by me on 7/12/2011 in
his private home. Peter Furniss has kindly loaned to run this short improvisation aware that the
recording will be used exclusively for this assignment.  The file "A simple answer," is instead the
musical composition submitted for the assessment (clearly the quality of the instrumental is much
lower than the record of Mr. Furniss). This recording was done directly by PD in real time and was
executed by me on 13/12/2011. The patch has several weaknesses that I was not able to solve. The
most important is probably the quality of the sound of the clarinet filtered (it's possible hear several
clicks when the patch performs the recording of Mr. Furnis). Another problem is the quality of the
glissandos  made  by  synthetic  additives.  It  is  in  fact  possible  to  note  the  non-linearity  in  the
frequency shift (again clicks). A possible development of the patch would be to make it able to
recognize  and  respond  to  more  complex  musical  articulations  (crescendo  and  diminuendo,  or
ascending and descending pitch movements). Another implementation would be to allow the patch



to  analyze  more  than  a  single  input.  From  a  methodological  point  of  view  I  found  it  very
appropriate to use probabilistic algorithms to approach the idea of creating a sort of simple dialago
between musician and computer.
 


